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The Mark hotel, New York 

The Mark hotel, New York: a super stylish hotel 
By Fabia Di Drusco 

 

*ENGLISH TRANSLATION*  

For many, the real big plus is the address of The Mark: Madison and 77th, in that very small rectangle of the 
Upper East Side that allows even those with very little time to wake up in the morning and drinking coffee at 
Sant ' Ambroeus just around the corner , jogging in Central Park, visit the great museums and the most 
prestigious private galleries such as Leo Castelli, and Gagosian, go shopping in the neighboring ultra-luxury 
boutiques . 

But even those who are not particularly sensitive to the prestige of the address can not fail to appreciate the 
interior decoration by Jacques Grange , ranging from an updated Art Deco lobby (the building is of '27 ) to 
sleek and airy rooms , in a triumph light woods , or the Jean-Georges restaurant , a destination for foodies and 
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socialites . And yet the state of the art fitness center , a hair salon frequented by Frédéric Fekkai , the desk to get 
his shoes shined coded according to the ritual by John Lobb . 

  

And there are a thousand ultra stylish details that make the difference , from postcards and electronic keys 
signed by Jean -Philippe Delhomme to the beautiful bags in cotton to linen , from the bowls for cats and dogs in 
black and white trademark of the hotel bicycles custom made for exploring the park, maybe with a lot of lunch 
to go gourmet Jean-Georges . The only drawback is that you should always remember to unscrew the coveted 
bell with monogram ... Among the services , the report by 24/7 access to Bergdorf Goodman. 

 The Mark is part of the Preferred Hotel Group 
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